Abstract. Plate-cone reticulated shell is a new type of reticulated shell with good mechanical behaviour and technical economy. Wind-induced vibration response characteristics of plate-cone reticulated shell are studied, the fluctuation wind loads are simulated by using the wave superposition method in the paper. According to the structural behaviour of plate-cone reticulated shell, by using the software ANSYS, wind resistance time domain analysis of plate-cone reticulated shell are carried out through simulating wind field variation around the plate-cone reticulated shell. After comparing the wind dynamic vibration results of the models with different material, some important conclusions for plate-cone reticulated shell are obtained for practical design.
Introduction
Research for plate-cone reticulated shell in China and abroad is not very sufficient, the research abroad [1] focuses on static analysis and approximate equivalent method. In China, plate-cone reticulated shell is analyzed with composite structures FEM [2] . The dynamic problem of plate-cone reticulated shell is also a very important problem in engineering design, but due to complexity of the structure, the wind vibration response analysis for plate-cone reticulated shell has not been seen at present, not adapting to the needs of engineering application.
In this paper, wind resistance time domain analysis of plate-cone reticulated shell is carried out based on artificial simulation of pulsation wind and numerical wind tunnel test. The wind load factors of plate-cone reticulated shell are discussed under horizontal pulsation wind, the internal force and deflection compared wth no wind, the wind vibration response characteristics of plate-cone reticulated shell are studied deeply.
Wind Factor of Plate-cone Reticulated Shell
In this paper, by using the wave superposition method, the Davenport horizontal pulsation wind spectrum is simulated. The finite element model of 8 units division for the plate flange is selected for time domain analysis of the following example.
The geometric parameters of plate-cone cylindrical reticulated shell with quadrangular pyramids are: span is 30m, length is 45m, vector height is 5m, thickness is 1.5 m, mesh is divided into 10×15, the top connecting members are taken as steel pipes of Φ108×5.0, the triangle plates of cones are taken as steel plates of 3mm thickness, the reticulated shell is put on the 10m high maintenance structure.
Wind Factor on Central Point of Different Ranks of Cone Plates. By carrying on the statistics and processing of the computed result, the wind load factors of plate-cone cylindrical reticulated shell are attained( Figure 1, Figure 2 ). In the figures, the abscissa express separately cone serial number along the span direction and along the length direction, the y-coordinate express the wind load factors of internal force.
Wind Factor of Top Member in the Span Direction. By carrying on statistics and processing of results of the above example, internal force wind load factors of top members in the span direction of different rank's cones are obtained According to the wind load factors of the above model, the wind load factors of this type of model are processed by comparing in this paper, the following wind load factors are recommended:
The wind load factor of top member is suggested as 1.5.
The wind load factor of cone's plate in the span direction changes along with the shell's height, but the wind load factor in the different span doesn't change largely, therefore the simplified principle is used for the small span shell, the wind load factor is taken as the max 3.7. For the large span shell, the different row of cone's the wind load factor is calculated through the shape factor, and should be selected according to actual computation situation.
Wind Resistance Analysis of Plate-cone Reticulated Shell
By using the geometry size and the constraints of above example, plate-cone cylindrical reticulated shells with the 3mm steel plate and the 18mm cement plate are calculated in this paper, firstly the largest wind vibration internal force is compared with the static internal force( Table 1, Table 2 ), then the dynamic displacement and static displacement are also compared (Table 3) . 
Conclusions
In this paper, wind vibration response analysis of plate-cone reticulated shell is carried out based on artificial simulation of pulsation wind and numerical wind tunnel test. The wind load factors of plate-cone reticulated shell are discussed under horizontal pulsation wind, the internal force and deflection compared wth no wind, the following conclusions can be attained: a) The wind load factors of plate-cone reticulated shell change greatly, the internal force wind load factors in the single span change generally along with the height in the span direction of plate-cone reticulated shell, the minimum internal force wind load factor is 2.24, the maximum is 3.7, the difference of internal force wind load factors between each span is not great, so for the small span shell, the wind load factor can be taken as the maximum. For the large span shell, the structure can be divided into different zones according to the span direction, the different wind load factors should be selected.
b) The wind load factors of top members along the span direction range from 1.02 to 1.5, the wind load factors are larger where the shape factors are larger. Due to the unpredictability of the wind direction, the wind load factors of top members can be taken as 1.5. c) Orthogonal square tapered column panel cone reticulated shell under wind load with no wind cone slabs under the cone slabs much difference, mainly due to fluctuating the impact of wind on the result sheet; due to wind load suction effect, so that plate-cone shell structures under static load deflection than a decrease in the deformation of the shell is beneficial impact. Due to the impact of fluctuating wind on the sheet, the internal force of plates under wind load is different greatly with that of no wind load. Wind load's attraction on the structure has beneficial effects on the deflection of the shell.
